IMPLEMENTING TRUE MEASUREMENT:

AN EARNED MEDIA
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Metrics That Matter

Introduction
As discussed in the white paper Earned Media Management: The Evolution of PR and Comms,
a systematic, data-driven approach to PR and comms decision-making has largely been lost.
At a time when paid and owned media channel owners can easily show how their work impacts both
top and bottom line business objectives, PR pros are still struggling to show data-based results.
Modern communicators want to understand how earned

If PR pros want to regain their budgets and

media drives desired customer behaviors, such as making a

elevate the profession once more, they need to adopt

purchase, and need the ability to leverage data to optimize

a systematic approach to measurement, and demonstrate

their campaigns. The good news is that technology can pro-

their contribution to achieving business goals. Modern

vide data and analysis capabilities for earned media, giving

PR pros know they are bringing value to the business —

PR and comms professionals the same modern approach

however, proving that value has been a challenge, at least

that their peers in paid and owned media regularly utilize.

until now.
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The Problem
A goal of Earned Media Management is to help PR and

dents said they “struggled with having enough data and ana-

comms teams report performance in terms that CMOs,

lytics to properly attribute how their earned media programs

CCOs and CEOs will understand and value. To achieve

are impacting their organizations’ financial performance.”
This is a big opportunity for modern communicators

that goal, comms must totally re-think the way it measures
its performance. Most comms pros today turn to coverage

to start tracking and proving the value of their efforts

metrics like earned media clips and social shares, likes and

now that they have this customer data at their fingertips.

followers for lack of a better data story. While these met-

Cision's recent survey with market research firm Demand

rics help companies understand general brand awareness,

Gen Report found that while many B2B organizations

they can fall short when it comes to tying performance

would like to shift more of their budgets to earned media,

back to specific business outcomes, such as reducing

they lack confidence in PR’s ability to measure and com-

churn, driving new revenue or increasing customer loyalty.

municate the ROI of their campaigns.
Right now, PR’s inability to focus on real measurement

Other departments in the marketing function already
revolutionized their approach to measurement – and a

comes at a cost. That cost is credibility with the C-suite,

budget reallocation in their favor followed. In paid media,

risk of becoming an obsolete profession and loss of budget

it took Cost-Per-Acquisition (CPA) metrics to understand

to paid and owned media channels that are more adequately

how many transactions were spurred from a specific digi-

able to prove their contribution to business objectives.
The reality is that modern communicators must adapt

tal ad, helping show the return on that medium. Likewise,
in owned media, conversion metrics showed how the

their approach by incorporating more top and bottom line

overall digital experience on a website or email drove new

metrics that the broader business cares about. To do so,

leads or purchases.

comms must redefine what a target audience means to

Most PR pros see the challenge in front of them.
According to the 2018 Global Comms Report: Challenges

the function and develop a deeper understanding of what
those audiences do after they consume a piece of content.

and Trends, 77 percent of comms leaders feel “the comms
industry can do better at measuring and proving its impact
on business objectives.” Furthermore, 67 percent of respon-

So, what outcomes should modern communicators be measuring?

I would use earned media more if it was:
(Choose all that apply)
35%

More automated
Directly attributed back to
financial impact and ROI
All in one place
Integrated with
other channels

70%
27%
43%
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Among B2B marketers, 70 percent
of those surveyed say they would
like to shift even more of their budgets
to earned media if it was directly
attributable to financial impact and ROI.
Source: Earned Media Influential in Performance Marketing
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The New Approach:
True Measurement
true measurement
[troo ˈmee • ZHər • mənt]
noun
1. True measurement empowers brands to measure the efficacy of their communications based on
the actual reach of a message and the specific business outcomes driven by earned media coverage.
Example: After 12 months with a true measurement framework in place, Gumtree, the
top-ranked classified advertising site in the UK, saw significant gains in awareness, reputation
and website traffic, which ultimately led to an increase in sales.

True measurement provides a new framework for PR

ultimately, a successful sale. Understanding how one’s

and comms teams to showcase the effectiveness of their

public relations activities move a prospect down the fun-

campaigns. It is predicated on the idea that measurement

nel is critical in today’s multi-faceted business account-

should be based on both the quality of coverage, as well

ability environment.

as how that coverage drove specific business outcomes.

Attribution analysis applies an invisible watermark to

These outcomes must be able to be attributed back to

every digital news item covering your company, brand and

those campaign efforts – it’s called attribution analysis.

product. The watermark is indelible, so the technology

For years, marketers have applied attribution analysis

follows an individual reader (anonymously) from the news

to assess the impact of their digital campaigns and events

page to your website (or your competitors’). Once on the

by assigning credit for every successful marketing inter-

website, the technology identifies every level of interac-

action from awareness, engagement, lead acquisition and,

tion: the reader focused on the “About Us” section, or they

True measurement empowers brands to measure the
efficacy of their communications based on the actual
reach of a message, the understanding of the demographics and firmographics of the audience consuming
the message, and, most importantly, the specific
business outcomes driven by earned media coverage.
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downloaded an order form or application. For e-commerce

communicator can describe the interested party by

sites, one can attribute a sale to an individual news or fea-

age, gender, annual income, net worth, education level

ture item whether that story was planned or not.

and more.
And for B2B communicators, there’s a layer of firmo-

Besides confirming with 100 percent accuracy that
someone clicked on your news or feature story and

graphic data to help you categorize the type of company

engaged with your website, the underlying technology

employing the individual. Criteria include the industry

allows for another layer of demographic and firmographic

(food services, manufacturing, telecom, etc.), size and role

information based on a user’s IP address. As such, the

within the company (C-suite, SVP, manager, etc.).

Demographic Data Example:
Adams Morgan can determine the annual
income of those who read their story
In this example, 26 percent of readers earned more
than $150,000 annually. If the company sells luxury
houses, this may represent an opportunity for better
targeting and messaging. If the company sells more
modest homes, 64 percent of readers match the
optimal target which provides affirmation that the
targeting and messaging worked.

Readership by income
10%

$0–$29,000

21%

$30,000–$59,000

27%

$60,000–$99,000
16%

$100,000–$149,000

15%

$150,000–$249,000

11%

$250,000 +

Firmographic Data Example:
Adams Morgan can review firmographic readership and other data for their earnings report.
If this campaign intended to reach upper management, more than half of the people who read campaign content were on-target and on-message.

Readership by position
25%

Business Owners
C-Level Execs

19%

Mid Managers

19%
14%

Board Members

13%

Vice Presidents

10%

Presidents
Partners
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Modern communicators, here’s the measurement
framework you should expect from your teams
and what your CMO will expect from you:
Audience Data Management

Earned Media Engagement

Before a campaign is executed, comms must identify

Earned media engagement is the entire spectrum of

the demographics of its ideal customer. PR pros should

content assets where end-consumers or customers could

already have access to this data from when they built

consume earned media. It could include coverage in

the influencer graph in Building an Influencer Graph:

online, print, or broadcast mediums, or mentions on social

An Earned Media Management Strategy. This could

media channels. Moreover, press release and content dis-

include their gender, age, geography, interests, and

tribution networks allow comms to have “placed media”

past-purchases. Marketing teams have data management

on thousands of online properties.

platforms (DMPs) and customer relationship management
(CRM) systems that hold this information. But Earned

Earned Measurement & Business Outcomes

Media Management platforms can also tell you where

This is where the real opportunity exists for changing the

people with those same demographics have spent time.

approach to PR measurement. While you can leverage
traditional comms metrics like share of voice or sentiment

Preferred Channels

analysis, you need to start layering in other metrics that

An analysis of that audience behavior will indicate where

demonstrate specific actions a customer has taken.

they spend the most time on media channels. Do they
prefer online news, print, social media, or all the above?
Comms can look at share of media and mentions from past
campaigns to understand where they spend the most time.

Use the checklist on the following page
for your own PR programs to see if you
are measuring the right things.

True Measurement
Puts Comms in Context
If this all sounds daunting, the good news is that technology
has evolved to help automate this type of measurement
and display it alongside existing comms metrics. If you
have trouble getting started, one place to look is to your
colleagues in owned and paid media. They have embraced
new technologies and processes to do this and finding
overlap and common ground with them could improve
your ability to deliver true measurement.
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PR and Comms True Measurement Checklist

Measure your team’s campaign success by using these measurement data types.
Use the checklist below to identify the metrics that are required for your organization. Mark the metrics that
matter to you as "Required," and then, once your team has implemented a system to measure each one mark
them as "Complete."
Earned Measurement Metric

Business Outcome

eCommerce Measurements

Did an end-customer or consumer who saw a piece of earned media from a campaign
purchase a product? And what was the total revenue contribution as a result. This is big
metric in B2C industries such as retail, CPG, and travel.

Online Conversions

This is the actual amount of purchases made by people
who also consumed earned media from a campaign.

New Customer Purchases

How many customers purchased for the first time after
seeing earned media coverage.

Existing Customer Purchases

How many customers who saw a piece of earned media
content also purchased a product.

Call-to-Action (CTA)
Completions

An online form or action taken by a target consumer.
This will vary by campaign, but CTAs can include customer
advocacy, social causes, participation in surveys, and
many more.

Leads Generated

In B2B verticals, you can track audiences that consumed a piece of earned media, and
then subsequently became a part of a lead gen program. Once in that program, a demand
or lead gen team could track which leads converted into sales.

MQLs

Marketing qualified leads that were sourced by comms
campaigns.

SALs

Sales accepted leads that came through the funnel via
earned media channels.

Closed Won Revenue

Deals in a B2B sales automation system that were closed
won included earned media as a channel source.

Call-to-Action (CTA)
Completions

An online form or action taken by a target consumer.
This will vary by campaign, but CTAs can include customer
advocacy, newsletter subscription, email list sign-up,
participation in surveys, and many more.

Brand Reputation Metrics

Measure how people who consumed earned media changed their perception of brand and
understand if that change in perception drove business.

Changes in Net Promotor
Scores (NPS)

Learn how people who consumed coverage also changed
their overall customer service ranking of the brand.

Number of Advocates

Understand if consumers who saw brand coverage shared
that with people in your target audience.

Winback Conversions

Measure conversions by people who switched products or
brands, but then came back to brand after they consumed
earned media coverage.

Image Tracking & Optimization

Leverage image insights to inform paid tactics like retargeting, with the ability to create custom audiences of
those who have viewed the brand's visual content.
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Let's Get Technical:

How to Achieve True Measurement
Adopting true measurement requires engagement with Earned Media Management platform providers. Specifically, the technology for true measurement borrows many of the same concepts and
technologies used by paid media to measure audience engagement and activity.

01. PR Technologies that can interface with

reports and pair audience data with the specific arti-

MarTech and AdTech platforms. You will need to

cles they viewed. This helps with true measurement

source an earned media platform that automatically

because engagement isn’t implied – it’s certain based

integrates with the existing ad networks, ad platforms

on the actual number of people who saw the article.

and MarTech systems that track user behavior across
the internet like Google Analytics, Adobe Analytics,

04. Impact reports for audience. True measurement

HubSpot and more. Utilize integrations with marketing

requires reports that show the audience demographics

automation systems like Marketo and Eloqua.

and firmographics of the people who consumed specific coverage mapped to an earned media campaign.

02. Earned media tech that provides pixel tracking.

These are pulled from the pixel the Earned Media

Almost every major media site in the world has

Management provider uses. In mature markets like

digital ads. Those digital ads leverage unique iden-

the United States, a strong earned media platform will

tifiers that help understand what people consume

include demographic data such as gender, education,

on a site to serve up relevant ads. Earned media can

estimated net worth, employment status, marital sta-

use this data differently. In earned media, rather than

tus, age, generation, income, number of children, and

worry about the ads served, the tracking pixel will tell

size of their household.

you which specific earned media article those people
identified consumed.

05. Impact reports for website conversions. When
asked, an earned media platform provider should be

03. Integrated media monitoring. While tracking

able to provide your website or e-commerce team with

audiences is important, you need to view the earned

JavaScript – a simple snippet of code that helps them

media that was consumed by your target audience.

understand what people who consumed your earned

Monitoring for true measurement will go beyond clip

media content do on your website.

The Value of Professional Services
If synthesizing and interpreting PR campaign data based on these new measurement guidelines feels
overwhelming, modern communicators don't have to go it alone. When vetting an Earned Media Management
vendor and platform, be sure to ask if there are professional services teams available. Professional services teams are
often available for consulting above and in addition to technology offerings. Expert analysts are employed to provide
a more hands-on approach to designing an overall measurement program. They can help you set goals, measure
results, interpret data, identify future opportunities, if that's something the PR team wants to outsource rather
than doing it themselves.

To learn more about how modern communicators can bring all facets of their workflow together,
contact Cision today.
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Emerging technologies like True Measurement are helping PR and communications professionals to demonstrate how their work impacts both top and bottom line business objectives. For the first time, brands can
measure the efficacy of their communications based on the actual reach of a message and the specific business
outcomes driven by earned media coverage.
It is an exciting opportunity to embrace technology and data to enhance the power and effectiveness of data
performance storytelling. Early adopters can gain a competitive advantage against their peers and competitors
while helping to modernize the communications function from an expense into a business driver.

CONTACT CISION TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT HOW TO ROLL OUT EARNED
MEDIA MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES.

COMMUNICATE LIKE NEVER BEFORE
WITH THE CISION COMMUNICATIONS CLOUD®
Transform your PR approach with Earned Media Management
using the Cision Communications Cloud. Request a demo now
and learn how to demonstrate real business impact and elevate
the comms function once more.
REQUEST A DEMO

866.639.5087
130 E Randolph St., 7th Floor, Chicago, IL 60601
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